Introduction {#jbm410192-sec-0010}
============

From 1995 to 2005, the number of hip fractures in the United States declined substantially, which is thought to be due in part to increased awareness of the risk of falls, nutritional changes, screening of high‐risk patients to identify those who could benefit from treatment, and advances in treatments.([1](#jbm410192-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}) Recent data, however, suggest this trend may be reversing.([2](#jbm410192-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}) Although fractures in the elderly population may not receive the attention of other diseases such as cancer and cardiovascular disease, they can be devastating and carry a significant economic and clinical burden. In 2008, the direct medical costs related to osteoporotic fractures in the Medicare population was estimated to be \$22 billion; however, this did not include indirect costs or fully account for the costs of long‐term care.([3](#jbm410192-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}) Many elderly individuals suffering fractures (especially of the hip) face lengthy hospitalizations, require long‐term care, lose independence, and have an increased risk of mortality in the following year. This economic and clinical burden is expected to be exacerbated by the aging of the US population, the recent trends of decreased bone density screening, a decrease in the treatment of high‐risk patients,([4](#jbm410192-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"},[5](#jbm410192-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}) and uncertainties about future initiatives to promote bone health.

Although the future costs and rates of fractures are unknown, some of the anticipated burden could be avoided with appropriate identification and treatment of high‐risk women. Prevention of osteoporotic fractures is possible; diagnostic tools and effective treatments are available to help reduce the burden of disease, but they are underutilized. Although dual‐energy X‐ray absorptiometry (DXA) is highly effective at identifying at‐risk individuals([6](#jbm410192-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}) and recommended for all women age 65 years and older,([7](#jbm410192-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}) its utilization is low (11.3% in 2014).([5](#jbm410192-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"},[8](#jbm410192-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) This may be due in part to the decline in Medicare reimbursement of office‐based scans of about 70% since 2006, to levels below the cost of providing the procedure, resulting in the closure of some DXA facilities and limiting patient access to diagnostic services.([4](#jbm410192-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"},[5](#jbm410192-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}) Additionally, despite the availability of pharmacologic therapies for preventing fractures,([9](#jbm410192-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}) treatment rates are low, even for the highest risk individuals. A Medicare analysis of 145,185 individuals with a fragility fracture found that only 30% received treatment over 12 months following the fracture, whereas a survey of women with a prior fracture estimated that the rate could be as low as 16%.([10](#jbm410192-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}--[13](#jbm410192-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}) In order for the previous gains seen in fracture prevention to continue, preventive measures and therapies must be utilized effectively.

Expanding the use of healthcare services for osteoporosis may be difficult, given the under‐recognition of the risks, attribution of fractures to the normal course of aging, and a concern for treatment side effects. Additionally, the current environment prioritizes limiting short‐term expenses over long‐term cost savings. As longevity and the number of adults eligible for Medicare increases, there is a natural tendency to control costs; however, failing to increase preventive services and identify at‐risk individuals could result in a rise in fractures that adversely affects quality of life and increases costs.

To properly evaluate potential healthcare policies to reduce osteoporotic fractures, projections of the future rates and costs of these fractures are necessary. A range of trends could influence these projections, including the aging population, an increase in other risk factors for fracture, and changes in reimbursement for DXA. We therefore used a microsimulation forecasting model to incorporate these factors and assess a series of scenarios. Although previous studies have taken similar approaches, these studies are older, focused outside the US, did not account for certain cost components, or did not assess the impact of potential interventions.([14](#jbm410192-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}--[18](#jbm410192-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}) This study fills the evidence gap. We aimed to project the future burden of osteoporotic fractures in women age 65 years and older (ie, those likely to be at high risk of fractures) and evaluate the impact of increasing efforts to prevent such fractures to inform future healthcare policy for this vulnerable population to improve outcomes.

Materials and Methods {#jbm410192-sec-0020}
=====================

Overview {#jbm410192-sec-0030}
--------

We developed a microsimulation forecasting model to project the annual costs and incidence of osteoporotic fractures among US women age 65 years and older from 2018 to 2040. Fracture risk was estimated using the simplified form of the Fracture Risk Assessment Tool (FRAX),([19](#jbm410192-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}) a frequently used set of equations for estimating an individual\'s risk of fracture. This was populated with data on baseline characteristics and risk factors from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) which is a nationally‐representative population‐based survey conducted every 2 years.([20](#jbm410192-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}) Based on estimated risk and the impact of treatment (if applicable), individuals could experience fractures that would increase direct and indirect costs. Annual costs and fractures were compared across different scenarios of case finding and treatment rates attributable to potential policy changes.

Fracture risk {#jbm410192-sec-0040}
-------------

To project whether each modeled individual experienced a fracture, we used the simplified chart version of FRAX developed at the University of Sheffield. FRAX, widely utilized in clinical practice, models a series of known risk factors for fracture, as well as age and bone mineral density (BMD) at the femoral neck, to estimate a 10‐year risk of hip fracture and a 10‐year risk of major osteoporotic fracture. The algorithms linking risk factors to fracture risk for the US differ by sex and vary among white, Hispanic, Black, and Asian populations. Although there are fracture risks that are not incorporated into FRAX (eg, obesity, diabetes), the tool is widely used in practice and has been previously validated. As the equation used to inform the full version of FRAX is not publicly available, and the tool on the website cannot be incorporated into our model, we relied on the FRAX simplified charts. The simplified charts use an individual\'s BMD and total number of clinical risk factors to predict fracture risk without accounting for the relative strength of each risk factor as a predictor. To assess the correlation between the simplified tables and the full version, we conducted an independent validation exercise using the NHANES sample, from which the risk as projected using the full FRAX algorithm and individual risk factor data were available.

Not all potential fracture sites are included in FRAX; it projects the risk of hip fracture individually, as well as major osteoporotic fracture, defined as clinical spine, forearm, hip, and shoulder. Although these sites comprise the sites most commonly associated with high costs, they do not include fractures in sites such as the pelvis, ribs, or foot. Therefore, we extrapolated the total number of fractures to include all potential sites. To do so, we adjusted the number of FRAX‐predicted fractures in our model by the estimated proportion of fractures included in FRAX among total fractures as observed in practice.([21](#jbm410192-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"})

Risk factors {#jbm410192-sec-0050}
------------

To estimate fracture risk for each individual assessed in the model, we generated population‐level estimates of risk factors using NHANES data. NHANES, conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics, assesses the health and nutritional status of adults and children, and tracks temporal changes. Using data from 2013‐2014, the most recent series that had all required information, we estimated the prevalence of the following widely accepted fracture risk factors: smoking; rheumatoid arthritis; long‐term glucocorticoid use; excessive alcohol use; parental history of a hip fracture; and previous fracture. Additionally, NHANES data were used to estimate mean BMD and the standard deviation.

Other inputs {#jbm410192-sec-0060}
------------

Estimates from NHANES were supplemented with data from published literature, publicly available databases, and subscription‐based pricing guides. The current and future number of women age 65 years and older, as well as the distribution by race, were based on estimates from the US Census Bureau.([22](#jbm410192-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"},[23](#jbm410192-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}) Rates of DXA screening were based on a claims analysis that found 11.3% of women age 65 years and older received DXA in 2014.([5](#jbm410192-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}) Current treatment rates and trends were based on unpublished market share data, which indicated 9% of those ages 65 + years were treated (ie, filled at least one osteoporosis medication) in 2017, with the rate steadily declining since 2011. We made a simplifying assumption, based on unpublished market research, that treated patients would receive a "market basket" of currently available branded and generic agents. Treatment effectiveness of included drugs was based on a meta‐analysis of clinical trials and adjusted for adherence during each 1‐year period.([9](#jbm410192-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"},[24](#jbm410192-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"},[25](#jbm410192-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}) In the cited source([9](#jbm410192-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}) for efficacy and in the model, distinct estimates of treatment benefit were assumed for hip fractures and all other fractures. In scenarios that incorporated increased case finding, we assumed that 44% of all those assessed would subsequently receive treatment, consistent with prior estimates.([26](#jbm410192-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"})

Drug costs were based on wholesale acquisition costs from PriceRx,([27](#jbm410192-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}) whereas drug administration and DXA costs were based on a suggested range of fees for outpatient services.([28](#jbm410192-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}) Direct costs following a fracture were based on a claims analysis,([21](#jbm410192-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}) differed by category (ie, inpatient, outpatient, emergency department, long‐term care, pharmacy costs following a fracture, and other), and differed for individuals experiencing a single fracture within a year versus those with a subsequent fracture. Indirect costs attributable to productivity losses for the individual experiencing the fracture, and informal caregiving, were based on published estimates.([29](#jbm410192-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"},[30](#jbm410192-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}) Costs from prior years were updated to 2018 \$US using the Consumer Price Index (CPI) inflation calculator,([31](#jbm410192-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}) but to make results tangible to policymakers we did not apply discounting to future costs or clinical events.

Microsimulation model {#jbm410192-sec-0070}
---------------------

The model developed for this analysis was a microsimulation model programmed in Microsoft Excel 2018 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA). We assessed US women age 65 years and older, and estimated costs from payer and societal perspectives. For each calendar year from 2018 to 2040, hypothetical cohorts of 10 million women were simulated within each model scenario. Individuals entered the model with or without a history of fracture and were assigned an age, race, BMD, and risk factor profile. Based on these factors, 10‐year fracture risk was estimated and converted to an annual risk of fracture by dividing by 10, an approach that has been validated in a previous publication.([32](#jbm410192-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}) Random numbers between 0 and 1 were generated and compared to the annual risk to determine whether the individual experienced a fracture. If the number generated was less than the annual risk the individual was determined to have experienced a fracture, whereas if it was greater than the annual risk they did not. When determining whether an individual was designated for case finding and treatment, we assumed that those of highest risk as defined by FRAX would be prioritized. Although in practice it is likely the case that some individuals treated are at lower risk than other individuals who are untreated, our assumption of treating those at highest risk should be the goal, and is likely closer to reality than assuming treatment is randomly distributed. Those receiving treatment had their fracture risk reduced by the magnitude of treatment benefit, as described in the model inputs section. A visual depiction of the flow of individuals through the model is shown in Fig. [1](#jbm410192-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. Common random numbers were used to reduce the impact of stochastic variability, such that differences between calendar years were driven solely by demographic shifts.([33](#jbm410192-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"})

![Model schematic](JBM4-3-na-g001){#jbm410192-fig-0001}

Analyses {#jbm410192-sec-0080}
--------

In the base case, we estimated the annual payer and societal costs, as well as the cumulative costs over 5‐year, 7‐year, 10‐year, 15‐year, and 22‐year periods. The costs without further interventions (ie, only accounting for population aging and growth), were compared with scenarios in which policies were enacted that encourage an increase in either case finding, drug therapy, or both. In scenarios with increased case finding, 44% of all women undergoing DXA received subsequent treatment based on a published estimate.([26](#jbm410192-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}) We used DXA scanning as a proxy for any method of identifying patients at high‐risk for fracture who could be eligible for treatment. In scenarios with increased treatment, we assumed that the proportion of those treated among those identified as being candidates for treatment increased. We also projected the total number of fractures under each scenario to estimate the clinical and economic implications of increased preventive services. In addition to comparing these scenarios, we conducted a series of one‐way and multiway sensitivity analyses to assess the impact of structural and parameter uncertainty on model results.

Results {#jbm410192-sec-0090}
=======

The analysis of NHANES data showed that among elderly women, the proportion of individuals who have experienced a previous fracture decreased from 2003‐2014, as did the average BMD. The proportion consuming more than three drinks per day increased over the same period, as did the proportion of individuals with a history of glucocorticoid use. Other clinical risk factors remained relatively constant throughout the observation period. In the validation exercise we conducted, 10‐year FRAX scores reported using the full form of the equation were within 1% of those derived from the simplified tables, indicating reasonable correspondence.

Using the validated FRAX tables and insights from NHANES to estimate the future burden among Medicare‐eligible women, we found that total fractures and fracture‐related costs will increase substantially under the status quo of underdiagnosis and undertreatment of osteoporosis (Exhibits 2‐4).([5](#jbm410192-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"},[8](#jbm410192-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}) Due to an aging and growing population, annual number of fractures is expected to increase 68%, from 1.9 million to over 3.2 million, similar to findings from a claims‐based analysis.([34](#jbm410192-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}) Over the next 22 years, this amounts to 61.6 million fractures, of which approximately 10% will be hip fractures.

Correspondingly, the annual direct medical costs associated with fractures were estimated to be \$48.8 billion in 2018 and to increase to \$81.5 billion in 2040. When relevant indirect societal costs related to productivity losses and informal caregiving were included, annual costs increased to \$57.0 billion in 2018 and \$95.2 billion in 2040.

If interventions that increase case finding were implemented, the economic and clinical burden could be mitigated. We found that an absolute increase in case finding of 20% would prevent 2.6 million fractures over the next 22 years, and a 50% absolute increase would prevent over 4 million fractures over the same time period. An increase in case finding of 20%, leading to 31.3% of women undergoing DXA and a subset of those receiving treatment, would reduce total cumulative costs from 2018 to 2040 by \$41.9 billion. If case finding increased by 50%, such that 61.3% of the population was scanned and 31% were treated, costs would decrease by \$45.9 billion. Of these savings, approximately 60% are direct medical costs, while 40% are indirect costs. Notably, even with increases in costs of diagnosis and treatment associated with increased case finding, preventive services would still represent less than 6% of total costs of osteoporosis (Fig. [2](#jbm410192-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Fractures by site from 2018 to 2040 with increased case finding and treatment. notes. DXA = dual‐energy X‐ray absorptiometry; M = millions](JBM4-3-na-g002){#jbm410192-fig-0002}

Assuming treatment initiation and adherence were increased among newly identified individuals, the clinical and economic benefits would further increase. If case finding were to increase to 31.3% of the population (20% increase) and twice as many of the individuals identified as being eligible for treatment were treated, we projected that 3.7 million fractures could be prevented leading to \$54.3 billion decreased costs to society over the next 22 years. In a scenario with an absolute DXA increase of 50% and twice as many patients being treated, 6.1 million fractures would be prevented from 2018 to 2040, with \$28.6 billion of savings in Medicare spending and a total reduction in costs of \$54.5 billion when including indirect costs (Table [1](#jbm410192-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Clinical and Economic Outcomes Under the Status Quo and With Increased Utilization of Case Finding and Treatment

  Outcomes                                                                              2018--2023   2018--2025   2018--2028   2018--2033   2018--2040
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
  Fractures                                                                                                                                
  Status quo (11.3% case finding, 9% treatment)                                         10,339,728   17,437,985   22,558,073   36,598,591   61,603,120
  31.3% case finding, 17.8% treatment[^a^](#jbm410192-tbl1-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}                                                       
  Total                                                                                 9,973,404    16,792,424   21,701,435   35,124,422   59,007,139
  Difference versus status quo                                                           366,324      645,561      856,638     1,474,170    2,595,981
  31.3% case finding, 26.6% treatment[^b^](#jbm410192-tbl1-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                                                       
  Total                                                                                 9,781,843    16,472,304   21,291,346   34,461,482   57,904,438
  Difference vs. Status Quo                                                              557,885      965,681     1,266,727    2,137,109    3,698,682
  Costs (\$billions)                                                                                                                       
  Status quo (11.3% case finding, 9% treatment)                                          \$305.2      \$514.4      \$665.2     \$1,078.5    \$1,813.7
  31.3% case finding, 17.8% treatment[^a^](#jbm410192-tbl1-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}                                                       
  Total                                                                                  \$299.8      \$504.7      \$652.1     \$1,055.2    \$1,771.8
  Difference versus status quo                                                            \$5.4        \$9.7        \$13.1       \$23.3       \$41.9
  31.3% case finding, 26.6% treatment[^b^](#jbm410192-tbl1-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}                                                       
  Total                                                                                  \$297.6      \$501.1      \$647.6     \$1,047.8    \$1,759.4
  Difference versus status quo                                                            \$7.6        \$13.3       \$17.6       \$30.7       \$54.3

It is assumed that among all women newly scanned with increased case finding, 44% subsequently received treatment.

In scenarios with increased case finding and treatment, the proportion of those receiving treatment following a scan was increased from 44% to 88%.

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

In one‐way sensitivity analyses we found generally that results were robust and directionally consistent; ie, the findings of reduced fractures and cost savings were maintained. Results were most sensitive to shifts in the direct medical costs of caring for patients after a fracture and assumptions related to treatment effectiveness (ie, adherence, compliance, efficacy). When assuming that observed trends in fracture risk factors continued, the total fractures and costs were approximately 4% to 5% lower across all scenarios. Although DXA is currently performed more frequently in the office setting than in the hospital,([35](#jbm410192-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}) as modeled in our base case assessment, we also considered the impact of altering the DXA reimbursement rate in the office setting to match the reimbursement in the hospital setting. This increased reimbursement could lead to wider availability of DXA, and is an example of a potential policy change that could lead to the increased utilization we are modeling. In the scenario in which DXA was reimbursed at the rate it is in the hospital setting, DXA utilization was increased to 31.3% of individuals, and treatment doubled to 26.6% of women ages 65 years and older, we found that there was still clinical benefit and cost savings with increased case finding and treatment, but the cumulative savings from 2018 to 2040 were reduced from \$54.3 billion to \$40.9 billion. (Fig. [3](#jbm410192-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"})

![Direct and indirect costs from 2018 to 2040 with increased case finding and treatment. DXA = dual‐energy X‐ray absorptiometry; B = billions](JBM4-3-na-g003){#jbm410192-fig-0003}

DISCUSSION {#jbm410192-sec-0100}
==========

As a result of longer lifespans, growth in the Medicare population, and underdiagnosis and undertreatment of high‐risk women, we project both fractures and fracture‐related costs to increase by nearly 70% by 2040 in the United States. However, this dire outcome is avoidable with a variety of changes that will simultaneously reduce fractures and costs while improving quality of life for millions of older Americans, a unique opportunity in the current landscape. The money saved by these changes could then be reallocated to treating other diseases, providing an immense ancillary benefit in a healthcare system where rising costs are a major challenge.

Many potential policy interventions that increase diagnosis and treatment for osteoporosis have been identified and shown to be effective on a smaller scale in the United States. One such approach is the implementation of quality measures linking higher reimbursement for increased use of beneficial interventions. There has been discussion of creation and adoption of quality metrics in osteoporosis to encourage appropriate use of DXA and treatment in patients at high risk, such as those who have experienced a prior fracture, those with other clinical risk factors, and those with low BMD. General practitioner‐focused interventions that highlighted the importance of evaluating fracture risk increased DXA use and osteoporosis treatment by nearly 50%.([36](#jbm410192-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}--[38](#jbm410192-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}) We used this estimate as the basis for our scenario in which there was assumed to be an absolute DXA increase of 50%.

Organizing clinicians to work in multidisciplinary teams, having a care coordinator, or implementing chronic disease management pathways that focus on osteoporosis and fractures could also help reduce fragility fractures. Adding a case manager or care coordinator to the care team can increase BMD testing, treatment initiation, and treatment adherence by up to 30%.([39](#jbm410192-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"},[40](#jbm410192-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}) This served as the basis for our more conservative assessment of a potential 20% absolute increase in DXA. Additionally, Fracture Liaison Services (FLS) have been incorporated into some health systems and are effective; a model‐based analysis found FLS to reduce costs and improve clinical outcomes.([41](#jbm410192-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}) Even without shifting or adding providers, simply encouraging participation in osteoporosis‐related continuing medical education could increase use of preventative services.([42](#jbm410192-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"})

In rural or resource‐poor settings where DXA may be unavailable, there would be benefit to identifying high‐risk individuals without requiring BMD testing (eg, those with prior fragility fractures), and encouraging use of the version of FRAX that uses body mass index as opposed to BMD.([43](#jbm410192-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}) Additionally, although FRAX is widely used and validated, development of additional quantitative tools to help predict immediate and long‐term fracture risk could encourage more efficient use of treatment.([44](#jbm410192-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}) Finally, there might be potential benefit to the increased use of quantitative ultrasound devices as screening tools to assess fracture risk.([45](#jbm410192-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"})

Interventions that both improve outcomes and quality of life and simultaneously reduce costs are uncommon. In cost‐effectiveness analyses, one would describe increased case finding and treatment as a dominant strategy compared with the status quo (eg, additional prevention is both clinically and economically superior). A systematic review of the cost‐effectiveness literature found less than 20% of reviewed articles assessing preventive services had a dominant strategy,([46](#jbm410192-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}) whereas another study found that in only 2% of oncology publications did one option dominate another.([47](#jbm410192-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}) Given the debates over how much society should be willing to pay to increase health, any opportunity to save money while improving health should be seized.

This study was unique in that it projected both clinical and economic outcomes related to osteoporotic fractures in the United States, and it assessed the impact of interventions to reduce the burden. Previously published osteoporosis projection models have all differed in their approaches. A prior US‐based study made economic and clinical projections([14](#jbm410192-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}); however, the projection period was limited to 2005‐2025, and the projections were based solely on population shifts without consideration of interventions to change diagnosis and treatment rates. A Canadian publication assessed the long‐term cost effectiveness of various pharmacological treatments([15](#jbm410192-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}) but did not consider policy levers or changes beyond drug innovations. A microsimulation model was used to project the lifetime risk of osteoporotic fractures in Belgium([16](#jbm410192-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}); however, it assessed a single cohort over their lifetime and did not incorporate costs. A study similar to ours included both direct and indirect costs and projected outcomes to 2050([17](#jbm410192-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}); however, it was based in Germany. Another study made projections of osteoporosis burden and costs to 2050([18](#jbm410192-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}) but was based in China, did not consider indirect costs, and made projections by multiplying current costs by changes in population as opposed to including further changes in risk factors or interventions. These prior studies have projected the burden, both within and outside the United States, using different approaches and have consistent findings of an expected increase in fractures related to shifting demographics.

Although this analysis followed modeling guidelines and relied on the best available data, there are some limitations. In any model‐based analysis, especially when making projections as far out as 2040, uncertainty exists and simplifying assumptions must be made. However, we erred on the conservative side, underestimating the results to provide a lower bound on the potential benefits of increased case finding and treatment. We assumed costs would remain constant in the future, which has not been the case historically. To the extent that healthcare costs continue rising, the growth in projected spending would be an underestimate. We did not attempt to quantify the clinical benefits in terms of quality‐adjusted life years, and this could be an area of future research. We also did not assess the impact of increased treatment in men, as fractures are more common in postmenopausal women. Inclusion of men in this analysis would have increased the potential fractures prevented with increased case finding and treatment. Our assumption that those at highest risk would be identified and treated first might not reflect reality, although it should be the goal in clinical practice. Additionally, we did not consider socioeconomic differences or other disparities that might impact utilization by subgroups. In the model, an increase in case finding was incorporated by increasing the rate of DXA, although other methods have also been shown to be effective. To the extent case finding can occur without the need for DXA, the cost savings found in scenarios with increased case finding could be an underestimate. In estimating the treatment effectiveness, we assumed that all fractures could be prevented at rates shown in meta‐analyses; however, treatment might not prevent fractures to all potential sites at the same rate as measured in clinical trials. Additionally, we only considered currently available treatments. To the extent that new treatment alternatives are introduced that are more efficacious, the fracture reduction and cost savings in scenarios with increased utilization would be an underestimate of the true benefit. We did not consider any impact of overdiagnosis or adverse events associated with treatment; however, these could be considered in future studies. The risk of fractures was estimated using the simplified charts from FRAX, and although they have been well validated, they are not perfect predictors.

Though projections of fracture rates and costs in the absence of further action are alarming, we found that increasing identification of high‐risk individuals and providing effective treatments could reduce the clinical burden while saving costs and provide valuable policy solutions to address this at‐risk population. An emphasis on bone health by policymakers, payers, and clinicians could improve health outcomes for elderly women while efficiently utilizing healthcare services.
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